Unambiguous Identification of the NBTI Recovery Mechanism using Ultra-Fast Temperature Changes
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Abstract—We study temperature and bias dependence of \( V_{TH} \) and interface states recovery after NBTI (Negative Bias Temperature Instability) stress. By making use of in situ heated test structures, we are able to change the temperature quickly and reliably at any stage of the experiment while keeping the device bias conditions untouched. This tool enables us on the one hand (i) to bring identically processed devices to the same degradation level, by stressing them under the same bias and temperature conditions, and on the other hand (ii) to vary the temperature in a defined way during recovery. Additionally we also study the influence of gate bias switches at constant temperature. Out of those experiments we have discovered that recovery acceleration can be observed either by increasing the temperature or by switching the gate bias for a short period of time towards accumulation. Since Charge Pumping (CP) measurements before stress and after recovery indicate that interface states cannot be made responsible for this acceleration, we suggest the neutralization of NBTI induced positive oxide traps to be the dominant recovery mechanism. However, if this is the case, we have to consider inelastic phonon-assisted tunneling in order to explain the temperature acceleration at fixed gate bias.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During NBTI oxide trap and/or interface state creation is accelerated by high fields, free substrate holes and elevated temperatures [1-4]. In a PMOS transistor such traps are typically positively charged for \( V_{GS}=V_{TH} \), leading to a negative threshold voltage shift after stress. However, until now the relative amount and correlation of different contributions to total threshold voltage shift and recovery is still a controversial point which requires an unambiguous clarification in order to formulate reliable degradation and recovery models. In the past many experimental and theoretical attempts have been made in order to explain for example the log-like time dependence of \( V_{TH} \) recovery over many decades of time or the bias and temperature dependent acceleration of degradation. From these studies two main NBTI mechanisms have emerged, namely charging and recharging of NBTI induced oxide defects by tunneling from carriers from the silicon substrate [2-3], and hydrogen diffusion, which has often been attributed to the passivation and depassivation of defects by diffusing hydrogen species within the oxide and at the interface [4]. From a theoretical point of view such fundamentally different physical phenomena should show completely different dependencies on experimental parameters like gate bias, temperature and recovery time. Previous experiments dealing with bias switches during recovery [2-3], demonstrated that hydrogen reaction and diffusion cannot be made responsible alone for degradation and recovery. As a solution carrier trapping via elastic tunneling was suggested. However, an elastic tunneling process would be definitely too fast to explain long term recovery over many decades in time (especially for ultra thin oxides). A recently published technique allowing fast temperature switches on single devices using in situ heated poly silicon structures enabled us for the first time to bring identically processed devices to the same degradation level (same stress voltage and temperature) and subsequently, monitor threshold voltage recovery at temperatures differently from the stress temperature [5]. From these experiments several conclusions were drawn. First, interface states recovery is not significantly influenced by temperature and is most probably permanent. Second, there is a growing initial offset between recovery-curves recorded at different temperatures indicating a very fast (ms range) temperature dependent component. Third, after some seconds post stress the recovery rate per decade is roughly constant at all investigated temperatures indicating a very fast (ms range) temperature dependent component. Third, after some seconds post stress the recovery rate per decade is roughly constant at all investigated temperatures indicating a very fast (ms range) temperature dependent component. In short, these results again favor a tunneling rather than a diffusion component, since an irrational variation of diffusion barriers would be necessary in order to explain such a behavior by hydrogen diffusion [6-8]. In this
paper we extend our knowledge on the temperature dependence of NBTTI recovery by making progressive use of the established poly heater technique [9-10]. By using the feature to vary temperature directly during recovery (while keeping the gate bias applied), we can rule out any doubt elastic tunneling as well as interface states passivation to be the dominant processes in NBTTI recovery.

To minimize direct tunneling currents and FN-Injection during recovery, we use PMOS transistors with 30nm SiO₂ gate oxides and n++ gate poly doping. It has been shown that the basic mechanisms behind NBTTI are essentially the same for thick SiO₂ and SiON technologies [11].

II. IN SITU HEATING AND COOLING

On the test chip single MOS devices are embedded between poly heater wires which can act like local radiators. If a certain electrical power is applied to the wires, the local temperature of the surrounded device quickly approaches a defined elevated electrical power is applied to the wires, the local temperature of poly heater wires which can act like local radiators. If a certain oxide interface temperature (Tj) within the MOS device.

After stress of three identical devices at 5.5MV/cm and 125°C, we let them recover for 1.5s at a gate bias of -1.1V and at temperatures of -40°C/40°C/125°C. Within this 1.5s time interval the observed V_TH shifts look similar to the ones reported in [5]. After that first period of “standard” recovery we have changed the gate bias for 1.5s from -1.1V (deep inversion) to -0.3V (weak inversion), illustrated by the dashed box in Fig. (2). From a physical point of view the gate bias change corresponds to a temporary Fermi level shift from the valence band edge towards mid gap. As a consequence, the concentration and energies of the free substrate carriers differ from their respective values at threshold voltage. After switching the bias back to -1.1V, the V_TH shift is considerably reduced and the recovery curves are nearly flat for the following 1000s. The remaining shift ΔV_TH is influenced both by temperature and gate bias. The gate bias influence, by its mentioned impact on carrier energy and concentration, suggests a tunneling mechanism for the observed recovery in ΔV_TH. However, as temperature also plays a significant role, elastic tunneling from the substrate into the oxide can not explain the entire recovery effect. In the following the temperature influence is studied in more detail.

IV. TEMPERATURE CHANGE DURING RECOVERY

We have used the poly heater feature in this section to study the effects of heating and cooling during recovery. In our recovery experiments we record the degradation of the saturation drain current (Id_sat) at constant biasing conditions and later convert variations in Id_sat into appropriate threshold voltage shifts [6]. It is essentially important here to take care on the intrinsic temperature dependence of Id_sat. A reliable
conversion $\Delta I_{d out} \leftrightarrow \Delta V_{TH}$ is just acceptable if we reference to the correct device temperature. Thus, transfer curves of the unstressed device are needed at every analysed temperature. However, if we want to evaluate threshold voltage recovery during temperature change, a problem arises due to the fact that the heater-device system needs a couple of seconds to restore thermal equilibrium (see Fig(1)). Within this short period of time the device temperature is more or less undefined. The calculation of $\Delta V_{TH}$ becomes erroneous if we reference the $V_{TH}$ shift to the target temperature immediately after the power switch.

In Fig. (3) $V_{TH}$ recovery of three identically processed devices is illustrated. All devices were stressed at 5.5MV/cm and 125°C for the same time. Two reference devices recovered at a constant temperature of -40°C and 125°C. The third device initially recovered at -40°C for 10s, and then at 125°C for another 10000s. As can be seen in Fig. (3), at higher temperature recovery is accelerated and approaches the 125°C reference curve after a couple of seconds. Furthermore we note a remarkable behaviour of $\Delta V_{TH}$ at the moment the temperature changes. This is due to the fact that the calculation of $\Delta V_{TH}$ within the short time interval of heating -40°C→125°C is afflicted with a systematic error. The error is originated in the intrinsic temperature dependence of the drain current and leads to a parasitic $\Delta V_{TH}$ component as long as the temperature is not stable at 125°C.

$$\Delta V_{TH}^{total}(t) = \Delta V_{TH}^{ST}(t) + \Delta V_{TH}^{str/rec}(t)$$ (1)

In equation (1) $\Delta V_{TH}^{total}(t)$ is the extracted threshold voltage shift without any correction, $\Delta V_{TH}^{ST}(t)$ is the parasitic component in the undefined temperature regime between -40°C and 125°C and $\Delta V_{TH}^{str/rec}(t)$ is the stress and recovery induced threshold voltage shift. The component $\Delta V_{TH}^{ST}(t)$ is completely independent of stress and becomes zero as the device reaches its constant target temperature. Since we are only interested in the $\Delta V_{TH}^{str/rec}(t)$ term, we had to find a way to eliminate the systematic error during heating. This can be done by performing the same experiment in advance without stressing the device by gate bias. Since such an experiment does not lead to any degradation the factor $\Delta V_{TH}^{str/rec}(t)$ is zero. What remains is the desired correction term $\Delta V_{TH}^{ST}(t)$. The output of the reference measurement (without gate stress) is illustrated in Fig. (4). The corrected final graph $\Delta V_{TH}^{ST}(t)$ can be obtained by subtracting Fig. (4) by Fig(3) and is illustrated in Fig(5).
Such a temperature accelerated recovery at constant bias conditions can definitely not be ascribed to elastic tunnelling. In order to check if this can be explained by interface states passivation, we have measured CP (Charge Pumping) currents before stress and after stress + recovery for all three devices under test. It is essential to note that in this experiment all CP currents could be recorded at -40°C independently of the recovery temperature before, because the poly heater generated both the stress and recovery temperature (chuck always at -40°C). The short cooling duration from 125°C to -40°C (<10s) can safely be neglected in comparison to the 10000s recovery phase before. This is an innovative extension of the method described in [5] since it does not require weight factors or any assumptions on the density of states in order to compare CP currents of devices recovered at different temperatures.

As can be seen in Fig. (6), there is indeed a slight discrepancy in CP current whether we let the device recover at -40°C or 125°C. However, when converting the differential CP signal into an effective threshold voltage shift, we obtain values \( \Delta V_{TH} \ll 1 \text{ mV} \) that can neither explain the finally observed \( \Delta V_{TH} \) of 12 and 2 mV for -40°C and 125°C, respectively, nor the difference of about 10 mV between the two. The conversion \( \Delta I_{CP} \leftrightarrow \Delta V_{TH} \) it is explained in the appendix. We conclude that interface states do not play a crucial role in recovery and final degradation.

In the experiment illustrated in Fig. (7), we have elevated the temperature twice (-40°C \( \rightarrow \) 40°C \( \rightarrow \) 125°C) during recovery. Similarly to Fig. (5), the recovery curve approaches the appropriate reference curves after a couple of seconds.

In Fig. (8), we have performed the complementary experiment to Fig. (5): at first, we let the device recover at 80°C for 10 s, and then lowered the heater power so that the device cools down to 40°C. As can be seen, cooling leads to frozen recovery for a certain time interval. Recovery does not proceed before the cooled measurement curve reaches the reference curve at 40°C.

V. DISCUSSION

Since our measurements show both bias and temperature dependence, but support neither elastic tunneling nor interface states passivation, a different mechanism has to be responsible for recovery via carrier trapping. As opposed to elastic tunneling, inelastic phonon assisted tunneling is temperature dependent [16]. Oxide defects and valence band electrons having different energetic positions cannot exchange carriers elastically. However, if they gain energy from lattice vibration (phonons) they can pass the thermo dynamical tunneling barrier \( \Delta E_B \) [17-18] with a certain temperature dependent probability. The lifetime of such a trap can be expressed by an Arrhenius law

\[
\tau(\Delta E_B, T) = \tau_0 \exp \left( \frac{\Delta E_B}{kT} \right)
\]

In equation (2), \( \tau(\Delta E_B, T) \) is the inelastic tunneling lifetime of a trap, \( \tau_0 \) is the elastic tunneling exchange time between trap and substrate carrier at barrier height zero, \( \Delta E_B \) is the thermo dynamical tunneling barrier, \( k \) the Boltzmann constant and \( T \) the temperature. At a constant temperature \( T \) the time constants of different traps are solely determined by their hypothetical barrier height \( \Delta E_B \).
If we consider NBTI recovery to be mainly determined by the neutralization of positive oxide defects via electron capture from the silicon substrate (respectively hole emission into the silicon substrate), the observed threshold voltage recovery can be interpreted as a continuous decay of traps with different barrier heights $\Delta E_B$. Based on this idea, we can illustrate the $\Delta V_{TH}$ recovery curve for three traps schematically in Fig. (9):

(i) Due to different barrier heights, each trap will recover at a certain characteristic time ($\Delta V_{TH}$ plateau).

(ii) A variation of temperature ($T_1 \rightarrow T_2$) modifies all time constants in parallel and shifts the plateaus parallel along the time axis in log scale. The respective shift in time for a trap with barrier height $\Delta E_B$ can be denoted as

$$\log(\tau(\Delta E_B, T_1)) - \log(\tau(\Delta E_B, T_2)) = \frac{\Delta E_B}{kT_1} - \frac{\Delta E_B}{kT_2}$$

(3)

For $T_2 > T_1$, the plateaus will shift to the left since all time constants of all traps will decrease, for $T_2 < T_1$ the time constants increase leading to a shift to the right. We further note that the widths of the plateaus are proportional to $\Delta E_B$. The trap level, which recovers at first ($\tau_1$), has the lowest barrier ($\Delta E_{B1}$) and is therefore least temperature dependent. On the other hand trap levels with higher barriers ($\tau_2$ and $\tau_3$) are stronger dependent on $T$ which results in a more significant temperature impact on the plateau broadness.

In this model, heating up or cooling down the device during recovery leads to temperature acceleration (at the diamond, stepping from the solid to the dashed line in Fig. (9), compare with Fig. (5)) or freezing (at the diamond, stepping from the solid to the dotted line in Fig. (9), compare with Fig. (8)) like proposed by our measurement results. If we further assume that the tunneling barrier $\Delta E_B$ itself can be lowered by a bias change, the model covers also bias change experiments and includes elastic tunneling in the limit $\Delta E_B = 0$.

VI. CONCLUSION

Bias and temperature dependent recovery measurements of identically stressed devices unambiguously demonstrate that neither elastic tunneling nor interface states passivation can be the dominant process in NBTI recovery. Alternatively, our data strongly suggest oxide trap passivation by inelastic phonon assisted tunneling. What we interpret as recovery acceleration could be originated in carrier exchange processes between the silicon substrate and NBTI induced oxide traps. Continuously distributed thermo dynamical tunneling barriers would lead to a large variety of time constants resulting in a numerous number of small single steps like the ones described in Fig. (9). In a realistic experiment (large device) we would therefore expect that large amount of small steps to be smeared out as a straight line in a log(t) diagram.

APPENDIX

The conversion $\Delta IC_P \leftrightarrow \Delta V_{TH}$ it in Fig. (6) was done under the assumption of an amphotheric nature of interface traps [15]. This means, interface traps above the intrinsic Fermi level were considered as acceptor like while traps below $E_i$ were treated as donor like. In thermal equilibrium traps above the Fermi level $E_f$ are empty while traps below $E_f$ are occupied by an electron. This means that only traps between $E_f$ and $E_i$ can contribute effectively to a positive $V_{TH}$ shift at threshold voltage. The position of $E_f$ at a gate voltage of -1.1V was calculated to be between 100 meV (-40°C) and 200 meV (125°C) above the valence band edge for our PMOS devices. Following [14] we can calculate the emission boundaries for the maximum CP current at -40°C as well. Using our pulse setup and under the assumption of a energetically homogeneous capture cross section of $10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ we found the emission boundaries for CP to be approximately 200 meV away from the silicon band edges. Obviously in this experiment the contributing energy interval in CP was about half of the electrically active energy interval at a constant gate voltage around threshold. This factor of two comes from the symmetrical CP pulse setup. If we use the same rising and falling slopes for the gate pulse the upper and lower half of the silicon band gap is scanned in parallel. Due to the coinciding active energy intervals we can calculate straightforward the interface states dependent threshold voltage shift for our recovery experiment,

$$\Delta V_{TH} = \frac{Q_{it}}{C_{OX}} = \frac{\Delta I_{CP}^{max}}{2 \cdot f \cdot A \cdot C_{OX}}$$

(A1)

In equation (A1) $\Delta V_{TH}$ it is the positive threshold voltage shift due to the build up and charging of interface states, $\Delta Q_{it}$ is the increase in electrically active traps, $C_{OX}$ is the area-related oxide capacitance, $A$ is the device area, $\Delta I_{CP}^{max}$ is the increase in CP current and $f$ is the CP measurement frequency. Insertion of the appropriate experimental and device parameters into equation (A1) yields the values for $\Delta V_{TH}$ quoted in Fig. (6).
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